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About This Game

You have been granted access to pilot "Glaive" - a brick breaking battle ship. Use it to fight through 125 stages of intense
arkanoid-style action.

Key features:

An all-new brick-breaking game.
Use your Glaive ship to break bricks and obtain many different powerups.

Over 120 levels.
Smooth controls. easy to learn.

Great ball mechanics, that let you control it's speed with a bit of experience.
2 player versus mode - grab a friend and find out who's better.

Boss fights - it's never easy, but you can do it!
Different game modes - classic, pong, shape breaker, boss fight.

Beautiful 3D graphics.
ROCKETS!

Awesome soundtrack for the game created by talented artists such as:
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Toms "Tobu" Burkovskis
Steam Phunk

Kubbi

An all new arkanoid experience is waiting!
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Title: Glaive: Brick Breaker
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Blue Sunset Games
Publisher:
Blue Sunset Games
Release Date: 26 Apr, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 / 8 / 10

Processor: 2.2 GHz recommended

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Dedicated GPU Recommended

Storage: 500 MB available space

English
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Alltough the game wasn't that fun at first, they did improved it a lot so now its a good time to write review.

If you are not familiar with hardcore games this is going to be a nightmare for you. Often times you don't know where you are
getting shot from, and a single bullet can end your life and it doesnt need to be a LMG or a Sniper. If you are familiar with
Arma 3 or even Battlefield, you can get into this game quick, but if you are a casual player or like to play fast games, this is not
for you.

Pros:
-Good graphics, unreal engine at its finest
-Gun mechanics are on point
-Gun sounds are amazing
-Class system is balanced and desinged well
-No bugs( at least from my experience )
-Map desings are overall good
-Vehicle mechanics are also done well
-Fairly priced cosmetic DLC's

Cons:
-The game might crash on loading screens
-Some of the maps are somewhat unbalanced
-People can get kicked by someone bluffing
-Some of the players are doing a horrible job at their role, and sometimes people dont bother to kick the person
-Rarely servers can lag , and can lag hard
-Rarely sound can get glitched when things exploding

Overall 7\/10, its a great game for a patient and competitive player. Promising looking game once its complete. It needs a
soundtrack and sound effects, also the swimming action looks a little weird when she's swimming she has her face in the water. I
was thinking am I going to drown or will I make it to the other side?

Also there appears to be no way of making melee attacks on zombies like kicking and punching them at this time. Multiple
camera angles would be a nice addition too.

Recommended as this is an early access game. Any bugs are likely to be fixed. Please mention to them to the developer instead
of just saying 'This game is cr*p' or something like that as thats of no help whatsoever.. The slip indicartor is not working,
actually it does in the oposite way to the correct way. You get what you paid for, 5K achievements at minimum price. If
you\u2019re an achievement hunter looking to increase the number of achievements on your profile showcase, then I highly
recommend buying this. Else don\u2019t waste your money. This is not a game, it\u2019s just a way of distributing
achievements.. Hacker evolution is NOT a hacking game, but more something like: You must dig into the servers to find new
servers, clues and other things that will help you. Something between exploration and detective. This game is more about
thinking ahead. Stats like trace will be carried with you to the next level, so if you finish a level with 99% trace, it will be the
same in next level. For people who like to play easy games this game is really frustrating, but for those which like challenges this
is a perfect game.

Pros:
+ Great Soundtrack
+ Good Concept
+ Great UI (BUT it will not fit everyone)
+ Lots of fun if you like challenges
+ Great Story

Cons:
- Hardcore for some players (you have to restart whole game if you screw something up). Enjoyable chiptune music to play in
the background as you play other games. Not much to be said, although a few tracks are oddly short. But to provide an example
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I would have to be able to type the song titles which leads into another point worth making: all the song titles are in Japanese.
Minor, but it also makes it hard to tell which ones I liked since I can't easily sort them by title. But all in all good music.
Edit: They fixed the song titles.. ***NOTE: Review based on first three sections, I got to the modelling and realised this was too
advanced for me. I will update this review when I can continue when I have a bit more basic knowledge***

I have given this a thumbs up as it really is organised and goes through the introduction to Blender well. I do find however that
this might not be for beginners such as myself. The tutorial goes through the settings and different tool quite nicely, but when
this moves on to modelling the example, he moves a bit too quickly and I think you need to be alot more familiar with 3D
modelling to fully understand what is going on and to be able to follow. This was perhaps my mistake for not understanding
what this was properly before purchase. I do aim on returning to this once I have developed my skills a bit better.
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How do i play this game? :p. What a fun, realxing game. Beautiful music, pleasing visuals, and a fun little adventure.. Play the
second game instead.. I played this game before the other two and I loved it...so I bought those and will be playing this again.
This game is a nonlinear horror that had me tense all the time and scared a lot of the time. Though the game is nonlinear, there
are some things that need done before you can move on. Sometimes, what needs to be done is not obvious so you pretty much
have to go around and try different things until you can move on. There is a quite wonderful guide on Steam (I'm sorry I don't
remember the name of the one who made it, but qudos to you). This is definately not a game for children. The game has two
endings and several very interesting easter eggs about hauntings and weird happenings around the area of the game. I really liked
that and looked to collect them all. Some of the mechanics of the game are a little hard to work with (like moving things), but
keep trying and some of the puzzles (like "conversations with...") were downright frustrating. All in all, even though I needed
some help, I had a great time. Thanks to the devs and all for a great scare, and another and another..... This is an ARPG
featuring waves of enemies in various arenas. You kill enemies, collect loot of various rarity and either sell off or donate excess
gear to factions which provide various bonuses upon reaching each tier. As you level up you get stat points which you can put
into 3 different attributes. You have stash in town where you can hoard artifact (think legendary) rarity loot for other characters.
The story features you having to fight your way through gladiator style arenas in the Biblical era & locations though the story
does not have a Biblical focus like their first game in this series.

GRAPHICS: Looks good for the genre. Armor you equip is fully visible on your character. There is some clipping here and
there. WIth a GTX 970 and all textures, shadows and AA maxed @ 1080P I get 30-50 FPS depending on the amount of enemies
on screen. There are a lot of options to adjust to suit your particular GPU.

COMBAT: This is the game's strongest feature. Though very repetive like most ARPGS, there is a unique system of gaining
skills depending on what type of weapon you have equipped. So if you are wielding a sword, a series of 4 different skills will
gradually unlock as you use it. Equip an axe and 4 more different skills will show up on your hotbar and gradually unlock as you
use the weapon. There are numerous types of 1H, 2H and ranged weapons and they all have 4 unique skills to unlock so there is
variety in that. Combat animations are fast & smooth. My personal favorite so far is the 2H hammer with its powerful strikes,
stuns and knock downs.

VALUE: For a $5 game ($4 for its launch week discount) you really can't go wrong. There will be bugs but the game appears
complete and playable.

As someone who's played all the ARPGs and currently still plays a lot of Titan Quest: Anniversary Edition, I recommend this
inexpensive indie ARPG.. A great addition for your desktop, which replaces monotonous pictures with beautiful views from
space. You can watch the evolution in the space environment right on your monitor
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